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 ABSTRACT   Due to increase in health consciousness among the people in India, the people start to search for the 
healthy food product in the market for consumption. By finding the product in the market, they would like to shift their 
purchases from the existing product to healthiest product. Even India act as a base for agricultural industry, due to food 
revolution, all Indian farmers have turned their cultivation from conventional farming to producing GMO product which 
involves applying pesticides in the farming. But, due to increase in demand for organic food product throughout the 
world, our Indian people have turned their views and tastes towards organic food product which is new to the Indian 
market for the current generation. In metropolitan areas these food product have more awareness but it is new to the 
semi urban and rural areas. This  study take it as a chance to analyse the chances for diffusion of organic food product 
in the semi-urban market of Virudhunagar district. This study helps to explore the relationship between the perceived 
characteristics of Relative Advantage, Compatability, Complexity, Trialability and Observability with the Diffusion of 
Innovation.  By applying qualitative and quantitave methods in terms of assessing cronbach alpha, EFA, CFA and SEM, 
the author has found the fitness of the model inorder to check the relationship between the perceived attributes with the 
DOI by finding the values of CMIN/DF, GFI, AGFI and RMSEA. The author found that there is a significant relationship 
between the perceived attributes and DOI with adjusted R2 value of 47.9%  
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Introduction 
 New product in the market affects every aspect of individual’s life, communities, countries and 
economies. The term diffusion has been used in the aspects of “The spread of an innovation across social 
groups over time (Brown 1981, Stoneman, 2002). According to the nature of goods, the diffusion will be 
faster in a market. The Brown goods (Information and entertainment) will take off faster within two years 
(Tellis, Stremersch and Yin, 2003). Likewise, the diffusion of new product has been tested on all type of 
goods like browngoods, White goods and the likes. So far, the diffusion has not been studied for the 
agricultural product. This study has taken an effort to know how far the organic food product will di ffuse in 
the semi-urban market. 
 The process of adopting new innovations has been studied for over thirty(30) years and the most 
popular model was Roger’s Diffusion Model and Bass Model.  By taking these two models as a base, the 
diffusion of innovation has been researched for the various new products in the market. Many new products 
have shorter Product lifecycle in the market and that product has quit from the market in the introduction 
stage itself, and some products may go out in the growth stage itself. So, diffusion process of new products 
and services has become increasingly complex and multifaceted in recent years. Consumers today are 
exposed to a wide range of influences that include word-of-mouth communications, network externalities 
and social signals.  

The term diffusion has been used differently in two groups. Within economics and most non 
marketing disciplines, diffusion is considered as “the spread of an innovation across social groups over time 
(Brown, 1981; Stoneman, 2002). According to this meaning, the drivers for the diffusion are consumer 
income, the product’s price, word-of-mouth communication, and so on. In marketing and communication, 
diffusion typically has come to mean the communication of an innovation through the population (Golder 
and tellis, 1998; Mahajan, Muller and Wind, 200; Mahajan , Muller and Bass,1990; Rogers 1995).  

 

Concepts related to research 
Attributes of Innovations and Rate of adoption 
 Rogers describes the attributes of innovation diffusion process as “An uncertainty  reduction 
process” and the attributes may helps to decrease the uncertainty about an innovation. The attributes 
comprises of five characteristics of innovations 
  Diffusion of Innovation and adoption are the two important things that to be considered for 
the new product in the market. The first pertains that the new product and service offering would be 
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accepted by segments and the second pertains to how quickly would the product and service offering be 
accepted by the segment. The former is impacted by socio-economic, cultural, technological as well as legal 
factors where as the adoption is impacted by individual determinants like psychological variables and 
demographics. 
 The Perceived product attributes of Relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, observability 
and trialability creates an attitude about the product of intention to use. This is known as Diffusion of 
innovation.  
              An innovation means any good, service or idea that is perceived by someone as new. Diffusion of 
innovation means “the spread of a new idea from its source of invention or creation to the ultimate users or 
adopters”. The consumer adoption process focuses on the mental process through which an individual 
passes from first hearing about an innovation to final adoption.  The consumer’s adoption of innovation   is 
taken as perceived attributes and it is categorized into 5 attributes.  
           The factors that affect the innovation are 

 Relative Advantage 
 Compatibility 
 Complexity 
 Trialability 
 Observability 

 

Review of Literature 
 By using quantitative research methods and Roger’s diffusion theory, Isleem (2003) observed the 
level of computer use for instructional purposes by technology education teachers in Ohio Public schools. 
Isleem studied the relationships between the level of computer use and selected factors: expertise, access, 
attitude, support and teacher characteristics. Isleem discovered that technology education teachers use 
more mainstream computer applications than computer specialized applications. Moreover, Isleem found 
teachers’ perceived expertise, perceived access to computers and perceived attitude toward computers as 
the significant predictors of the level of computer use. In his study, Isleem emphasized that providing 
training is a main strategy to increase computer use. Medlin (2001) used Roger’s (1995) diffusion of 
innovations theory to examine the selected factors that might influence a faculty member’s motivation and 
decision to adopt new electronic technologies in class instruction. Medlin organized the findings in to three 
groups: social, organizational and personal motivation factors. As social factors, friends, mentors, peer 
support and students were found to be the significant predictors that may influence a faculty member’s 
decision to adopt electronic technologies in the classroom. The organizational variables including physical 
resource support and mandates from the university also were statistically significant in predicting the 
faculty members’ use of electronic technologies in the classroom. Personal interest in instructional 
technology, personal interest in improvement in my teaching and personal interest in enhancing student 
learning were cited as three personal motivational variables that might affect faculty members’ decision to 
adopt instructional technologies. However, Medlin did not find a significant difference among the self-
identified adopter behavior categories based on Roger’s theory in terms of social, organizational and 
personal motivational factors. Jacobsen (1998) used Rogers' theory to determine the adoption patterns and 
characteristics of faculty who integrate computer technology for teaching and learning in higher education. 
The researcher used both qualitative and quantitative methods to analyze the characteristics of early 
adopters and the difference between early adopters and mainstream faculty. The selected factors 
investigated the patterns of computer use, computer expertise, generalize self-efficacy, participant 
information, teaching and learning changes, motivators to integrate technology for teaching and learning, 
impediments to integrating technology for teaching and learning, learning about technology, methods for 
using and integrating technology in teaching and learning and evaluating the outcomes of using technology 
for teaching and learning. The Article namely “The Effect of perceived Characterisitics of Innovation on E-
Commerce Adoption by SMEs in Thailand” was researched by Passachon Limthongchai, University of 
Nebraska, Thailand and Mark W.Speece, Asian Institute of Technology, Thailand.  This study mainly 
investigates the factors that affect E-Commerce Adoption rate among Small and Medium Sized Enterprises 
(SME) in Thailand. The enumerator has followed the Roger’s model of Diffusion to assess the innovation 
adoption. In this research, the autchor have taken the five perceived characterisitics of Relative Advantage, 
Compatability, Complexity, Observability and Trialability. Along with those five variables, the researcher has 
added two more variable namely Security and Confidentiality to assess the adoption rate.  Multiple 
Regression Statistical tool was used to analyse the collected data. On doing that analysis, it came to know 
that relative advantage, compatability, security, confidentiality and observability were positively related to 
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the rate of E-Commerce Adoption in Thailand SMEs. The article “Diffusion of Innovation in Social 
Networking sites among University students”  was  done by Olusegun Folorunso, Rebecca O.Vincent, 
Adebayo Felix Adekoya, Department of Computer Science, University of Agriculture Abeikutta, Ogun State, 
Nigeria and Adewale Opeoluwa Ogunde, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Redeemer’s University 
(RUN), Redemption City, Mowe, Ogun State, Nigeria that has published in International Journal of Computer 
Science and Security(IJCSS), Volume (4):Issue (3) from pg.No: 361-372. This study has test the attributes of 
DOI. Closed- end questionnaire has been framed to collect the data from the respondents. Nearly 120 
respondents have seen for the data collection. The response rate for this data collection was 85 %. Multiple  
Regression and Factor Analysis statistical tools has been used for data analysis. It reveals from the research 
that the attributes of Relative Advantage, Complexity and Observability does not positively affect the 
attitude towards on using the technology where as the compatability and trialability positively affect the 
attitude of the respondents towards on using the technology. 
 

Hypothesis and Research model 
Methodology of the study 
 A sample of 384 respondents will be identified on the basis of Stratified proportionate random 
sampling method with a help of household record that had kept in collectorate of Virudhunagar District. 
Questionnaire and interview schedule are the two methods used for data collection for the research.  A well 
designed questionnaire will be framed based on objective assigned for this study. A Pre-test has been 
conducted and analyzed and based upon the drawbacks faced in not meeting the objectives, the 
questionnaire has been slightly modified and with the help of corrected questionnaire the data has been 
collected from the respondents. The response rate for this research is 91.43 percent. 
 

Research Objectives and Questions 
1. To know the association of relative advantage  with the Diffusion of Innovation by assessing 

existing product 
2. To recognize the compatibility perceived attributes with the diffusion of innovation of organic food 

product 
3. To know the people perception(observability) with the diffusion of innovation of organic food 

product 
4.  To know the perceived attributes of complexity involved in the organic food product with the 

diffusion of innovation. 
5.  To know the people readiness to try the organic food product with the perceived attributes of 

(trialability) with the diffusion of innovation of organic food product. 
 

Hypothesis of the Study 
Relative Advantage 
  As per (Rogers, 1983), Relative Advantage is defined as a degree to which an innovation is 
perceived as better or superior than even before. The greater the perception of relative advantage, faster the 
innovations can be adopted. Various researchers have carried out in this world to assess the relative 
advantage for different types of product. With this perspective, one research says that relative advantage 
has influenced the choice of banking methods (Lichtenstein and Williamson 2006). Nor and Pearson (2007) 
also state that the relative advantage is a gain of which a new innovation can be considered as a better idea 
to replace the existing things in this world.  With this note, for this research, the researcher has assessed the 
perceived attributes of Relative Advantage towards Organic Food Product. 
H1: Relative Advantage has positive impact on the DOI of Organic Food Product. 
Compatability  
 Hoerup (2001) explains the compatability as that the innovation that affects the opinion, beliefs, 
values and outlook. Compatability is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as consistent with the 
values, past experiences and needs of potential adopters. (Andlivar Huisman, 2006). Chenetal, 2004, 
compatability refers to the extent of the service user is considered with consistent with existing values, 
beliefs, customs and current and previous experience.  
H2: Compatability has positive impact on the DOI of organic food product. 
Complexity- is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as [being] relatively difficult to use and 
understand’.  Our cultural background defines for the most part of our knowledge, and our type of 
intelligence.   
H3: Complexity has a positive impact on DOI of organic food product 
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 Trialability- The more people adopted the innovation the less importance is trialability becomes. Because 
the experience of other people (Social capital) can be employed in deciding to innovate. So, the rate of 
adoption gets increase after a successful trial 
H4: Trialability has a positive impact on DOI of organic food product 
 Observability- If the product (benefit) solves the consumer needs or problem, diffusion is possible. In this 
stage, the innovation is visible to other. When the new products are a) tangible b) have social visibility c) 
whose benefits are readily observed (without much time gap) are more readily diffused 
H5: Observability has a positive impact on DOI of organic food product 
  

Model to be tested 
By having a review of previous research, and the theoretical framework, the author use this model 

to identify the relationship between the components of perceived attributes like Relative advantage, 
Compatability, complexity, observability and trialability with the Diffusion of Innovation and it has 
expressed in the figure 1 

 
     

Fig: 1 Research Model 
As can be seen in the figure 1, the components of perceived attributes of relative advantage can be 

assessed in terms of covering the questions like fond of environmental issues, health, hygienic, price. 
Compatability interms of Culture, attitude and belief, complexitiy in terms of product easiness to use, 
observability   interms of customer’s perception towards organic food product and the perceived attributes 
of trialability  interms of people readiness to try the new product(Organic Food product). 

 

Results and Discussion 
Demographic Profile 
 For this study, the author  have framed a set of questions which consist of 28 statements and 
demographic profile oriented questions. The questionnaire has supplied to 412 respondents who are living 
in various regions around the Virudhunagar district. Features that include in the questionnaires are 
education, age group, gender, number of family members and the likes. The collected questionnaire from the 
people is 384 in number. The filtered and screened data are presented in the table 1. 
 

Table No.1 Demographic Profile 

Particulars Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Male 233 60.7 60.7 60.7 

Female 151 39.3 39.3 100.0 

Total 384 100.0 100.0  

Occupation of the respondents 

Private 181 47.1 47.1 47.1 
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Particulars Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Male 233 60.7 60.7 60.7 

Female 151 39.3 39.3 100.0 

Government 100 26.0 26.0 73.2 

Self-employed 69 18.0 18.0 91.1 

Professionals 34 8.9 8.9 100.0 

Total 384 100 100  

Age Group of the respondents 

 18-30 145 37.8 37.8 

31-50 167 43.5 43.5 

Above 50 72 18.8 18.8 

Total 384 100 100 100 

             Source: Primary Data 
                     
 From this table, it is known that 60.7 percent of the respondents are male and the remaining 39.3 
percent of the respondents are female. 47.1 percent of the respondents are working in a private sector, 26 
percent of the respondents are working as a Government employee, 18 percent of the respondents are self-
employed,   8.9 percent of the respondents are professionals. From the table 5.7, that 37.8 percent of the 
respondents fall in the age group of 18-30. 43.5 percent of the respondents are fall in the age category of 31-
50 and the remaining  18.8 percent of the respondents are fall in the age category of above 50 
 

Data Analysis 
 The author conduct the reliability analysis to know Cronbach value to eliminate the items to attain 
high Cronbach alpha. Thereafter, the items which falls in the justifiable value has taken for further analysis 
and it is assessed by using EFA and CFA analysis. The analysed results along with the Cronbach alpha are 
presented in table 2 
 

Table 2: Factor Analysis and Cronbach Alpha calculation 
Items Factors 1 2 3 4 5 6 Cronbach’s 

 Alpha 
RA3  

Relative 
Advantage 

.606       
.846 RA4 .659      

RA5 .704      
Compa1  

Compatibility 
 .895      

.865 Compa2  .759     
Compa5  .731     
Comple1  

Complexity 
  .896     

.821 Comple2   .749    
Comple4   .851    
OB1  

Observability 
   .939    

.867 OB3    .884   
OB5    .792   
TR1  

Trialability 
    .753   

.723 TR2     .700  
TR3     .870  
DOI1  

Diffusion of 
Innovation 

     .885  
.923 DOI3      .937 

DOI4      .931 

Cumulative Percentage of Variance=68.65, KMO=0.745, Barlett’s Test of Sphericity=0.000 
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Based upon the results displayed in table   , the researcher has conducted Factor analysis to extract 
the maximum loading element. From this analysis, out of 29 statements, only 18 factors are extracted. KMO 
coefficient value shows the value of 0.745>5 and Barlett’s test has also shown the significant value of 0.000, 
it shows that these items are correlated  with each other and simultaneously  the total variance explained 
shows  68.65 %. Thus, these factors are also seems to be acceptable. 
 

Reliability and Average Variance Extraction 
 To test the convergent validity for this model, three items are taken into account. The thing is 
Cronbach alpha, Composite reliability and Average variance extraction. The Composite reliability and AVE 
has been calculated with the help of taking the maximum loaded statements. So, as per the Factor loading, 
relative advantage has three factor loading, Compatability, complexity, observability and trialability have 3 
factor loading of which it shows more than the value of 0.5. The composite reliability and AVE calculation for 
each factor has been depicted in table 3. 
 

Table 3: Composite Reliability and Average Variance Extraction for Factors 
Factors  Number of items 

extracted 
Composite 
Reliability 

AVE 

Relative Advantage 3 0.719 0.645 
Compatability 3 0.724 0.634 
Complexity 3 0.563 0.621 
Observability 3 0.653 0.602 
Trialability 3 0.756 0.669 
Diffusion of Innovation 3 0.763 0.653 

 
It is notable from the  table that after evaluating reliability, the composite reliability of all  factors 

has shown more than 0.7 of which it is greater than 0.6. Average Variance Extraction has shown the value of 
more than 0.6 which it is greater than 0.5. Therefore, it seems that composite reliability and average 
variance extraction of all factors seems to be satisfactory. 

 

Evaluating Research Model 
After making assessment of cronbach alpha, EFA and CFA analysis, the selected items have been 

analysed with the help of SEM model inorder to test the hypothesis which we set in the previous section. 
The results of the SEM model has been displayed in the table No.4 

 
Table 4 : Regression weights of the model 

   
Estimate S.E. C.R. P 

Complexity <--- DOI 2.028 .443 5.575 *** 

Observability <--- DOI 1.229    .408      5.107   *** 

Trialability <--- DOI 1.837 .401 5.582 *** 

Compatability <--- DOI 1.442 .349 5.133 *** 

RA <--- DOI .499 .193 2.578 .010 

   
The model illustrated in the table expresses the fact that perceived attributes of relative Advantage, 

compatability, complexity, observability, and trialability have the positive impact on Diffusion of Innovation. 
It is known from the table that there are positive significant relationships with p values of p, 0.05. So, it 
seems that the relationship is statistically significant. It known from the table that the perceived attributes, 
complexity has shown the value of 0.443 which shows that there is a strongest impact on Diffusion of 
Innovation when compared to other attributes. Secondly, the attributes observability has shown the value of 
0.408 and it also shows that it strongly impact the Diffusion of Innovation. Equivalent to observability, 
trialability also has shown the strongest impact on diffusion of innovation by showing the value of  0.401, 
whereas Relative Advantage do not create that much impact on Diffusion of Innovation with lesser 
coefficient impact value of 0.193. Comparatively, the attributes of compatability, trialability, observability 
and complexity has influence more strongly the diffusion of innovation of organic food product when 
compared to relative advantage. 
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Fig : 2 Final results of DOI by SEM 

 

Results 
 The researcher has tested the whole model by calculating composite reliability and Average 
variance extraction for the whole model in order to find out the fitness of model by identifying CMIN/DF, 
GFI, AGFI and RMSEA and its results are shown in table 5. 

Table 5: CFA Results 
Index of 
CFA  

Obtained 
Figures 

Acceptable 
Range 

CMIN/DF 2.749 >3 
GFI 0.914 >=0.9 
AGFI 0.903 >=0.9 
RMSEA 0.057 <0.08 

 

 In this model, the observed variables(Relative Advantage, Compatability, Complexity, 
Trialabaility and Observability)  has taken for constructing the full model inorder to identify the impact on 
Diffusion of Innovation (Unobserved Variables). During construction, a   statement  that has not shown 
significant i.e. the regression weights have shown less than the acceptable level of index. Therefore, that 
statement has deleted from the whole model inorder to attain the critical fit indices. By applying the 
modification indices, the whole model seems to be valid by attaining CMIN value (2.7459), GFI (0.914), AGFI  
(0.903)and RMSEA (0.057),  The overall model Average variance extraction value seems to be (0.7452) and 
composite reliability value  also shows 0.82546, of which it is considered as an acceptable fitness. From the 
analysis and assessments, the author came to know that the hypotheses set for this research are all get 
accepted. Details of the acceptance of hypothesis are shown in the table 6. 

 

Table 6: Hypothesis Results 
Hypothesis Content of the Hypothesis Results 
H1 Relative Advantage has positively impact the DOI Accepted 
H2 Compatability has positively impact the DOI Accepted 
H3 Complexity has positively impact the DOI Accepted 
H4 Trialability has positively affect the DOI Accepted 
H5 Observability has positively affect the DOI Accepted 
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Multiple Regressions 
 Multiple regression statistical tools have been used to find out the most influencing variable among 
the five perceived attributes of Diffusion of Innovation and its coefficient value has shown in the table 7. 
 

Table 7 : Coefficients of Attributes 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) .920 .925  .995 .321 

RA .153 .043 .151 3.528 .000 

Compatability .273 .052 .265 5.209 .000 

Complexity .144 .044 .146 3.255 .001 

Observability .134 .046 .122 2.886 .004 

Trialability .349 .062 .267 5.599 .000 

a. Dependent Variable:DOI     

 This model depicts the results that all perceived attributes of Relative Advantage, Compatability, 
Complexity, Observability and Trialability has a significant influence on Diffusion of Innovation at 5% level 
of significance.  
DOI=0.920+Relative 
Advantage*0.153+Compatability*0.273++Complexity*0.144+Observability*0.134+Trialability*0.34
9 

Table 8 :Multiple Regression 

Model R R 
Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error 
of the 
Estimate 

Change Statistics 

R Square 
Change 

F 
Change 

df1 df2 Sig. F 
Change 

1 .697a .486 .479 1.56239 .486 71.404 5 378 .000 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Trialability,  RA, Observability,  Complexity,  
Compatability With the F value of 71.404 and significant value is 0.000 

   

 

 Multiple regressional statistical analyses have been used to assess the most influencing attributes of 
Diffusion of Innovation. Step by steps method has been used. It is predicted from the table that adjusted R 2 
value shows 0.479 which is greater than 0.25, it shows that the influences of perceived attributes like 
Relative Advantage, Compatability, complexity, trialability and observability has the greatest influence on 
Diffusion of Innovation. 
 

Discussions and Conclusion 
 Adoption is a long term process in the market.  This study aims to find out the chances for adoption 
of organic food product in the market.  The variables studied in this research have shown a close 
relationship with diffusion of innovation for organic food product networks. This shows that there is a high 
chance for adoption of organic food product by educating the public about the product through word of 
mouth communication and advertising.   
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